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ABSTRACT. A generalization of compatible maps of type (A) called "biased maps of type (A)" is
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I. INTRODUCTION
Self-maps A and S of a metric space (X, d) are said to be compatible of type (A) ([12]) if

d(SAx.,AAx.) O, d(ASx.,SSx.) 0

whenever {x.} is a sequence in X such that Ax. and Sx. 6 X. Compatible maps of type (A)
are, in fact, equivalent to the concept of compatible maps under continuity of maps ([12]). Recall
that self-maps A and S of X are said to be compatible ([6]) if

d(ASx,, SAx, 0

whenever {x. } is a sequence in X such that Ax., Sx. 6 X. It may be remarked that compatible

maps were introduced in [6] as a generalization of commuting maps and weakly commuting maps

([21]) and have been proved a sharper tool for obtaining more comprehensive fixed point theorems

([1]-[9], [14], [15], [19], [20]) and in the study of periodic points [10]. We now introduce the concept

of biased maps of type (A). Our new concept is an appreciable generalization of compatible maps of

type (A) which, as we shall see, proves useful in the "fixed point" arena. Further, we use our main

results to show the existence of solutions of nonlinear integral equations.
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2. BIASED MAPS OF TYPE (A)
In this section, we show that the concepts of biased maps of type (A) is a legitimate generalization

of compatible maps of type (A) and give several properties of biased maps of type (A) for our main

results.

Definition 2.1. Let A and S be self-maps of a metric space (X,d). The pair {A,S} is said to

be S-biased and A-biased of type (A), respectively, if, whenever {z } is a sequence in X and Az,
Sx --,rEX,

ad(SSz, Axe) <_ ad(ASz, Sz), (Sb)

ad(AAx,Sx) <_ ad(SAx,Ax), (Ab)

respectively, where a lirainf and if a lira sup_.

Of course, if the inequality in (Sb) (or (Ab)) holds with a lim. (one has to presuppose that

the indicated limit exists), then liminf,_ limsup_ lirn_ and (Sb) (or (Ab)) is satisfied.

We shall frequently use this fact in our further discussion.

As to notations, we shall use N, R+, Q, L and I to denote the positive integers, non-negative

real numbers, the rational numbers, the irrational numbers, and [0,1], respectively.
The following example shows why we could not restrict a to "lim_." if the concept of biased

maps of type (A) is to generalize compatibility of type (A).

Example 2.2. Let X I and define mappings A, S" X X by

[0,1/2]
Ax=Sx= 0 for x eQN (],1]

e

v for n N. Then Sx 1 as k or, SSx2 O, SSz2_, 1,Let x2 and x2_
and, therefore, lim_. d(SSx, Sx) does not exist although lim. d(SSx, SSx) 0. In fact,
the pair {S,S} is trivially compatible of type (A) for any function S.

Be assured that the concept of "biased maps of type (A)" arises naturally in the context of

contractive or relatively nonexpansive maps ([8]). See also Proposition 2.5 below.

Remark 2.3. If the pair {A,S} is compatible of type (A), then it is both S-biased and A-biased

of type (A). From

d(SSx,Ax) <_ d(SSx,ASz) + d(ASx,Sx) + d(Sx,,Ax),

d(AAx,Sx,) <_ d(AAx,SAx) + d(SAx,Ax) + d(Ax,Sx)
for n N, it follows that

ad(SSx, Axe) <_ 0 + ad(ASx, Sx) + O,

ad(AAx,Sx) <_ O+ ad(,qAx,Ax) + O,

respectively, if Axe, Sx . X, {A,S} is a compatible pair of type (A) and a is either liminf..
or lira sup.... Therefore, the pair {A, S} is both S-biased and A-biased of type (A).

However, the converse of Remark 2.3 is not necessarily true. To this end, consider the following
example:

Example 2.4. Let X [0, x) with the usual metric d(x, y) Ix- Yl. Define mappings A, S" X
);by

1 if x [1, :),
Sx

2 if x E [1, ),
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respectively. Then A and S are not continuous at z 1. Now, we assert that the pair {A, S} is not

compatible of type (A), but it is S-biased and A-biased of type (A). To show this, we first note that
Ax,Sx E X ifft= I andx --0+.Then, ifAx,Sx 1, it follows that Ax l+z 1+

and Sx 1-x 1-. Thus, since 1+x. > 1 and 1-x. < 1 for all n E N, we have ASx 2-
SAx 2, SSx x. and AAx 1. Thus 1 alSSx-Ax. <_ alASx.-Sx.] 1 and
0 a[AAx. Sxl < a[SAx Ax.[ 1. Therefore, the pair {A, S} is S-biased and A-biased of
type (A), but it is not compatible of type (A).

The next result is the analogue to Proposition 1.1 in [13] for S-biased and A-biased maps, and so

we omit its proof. Recall that self-maps A and S of a metric space (X, d) are said to be S-biased
and A-biased, respectively, itf whenever {x. } is a sequence in X such that Axe, Sx. X, then

ad(SAx, Sx) <_ ad(ASx, Ax),

ad(ASx, Ax.) <_ ad(SAx, Sx),

respectively, if a lim inf and if a lira sup.

Proposition 2.5. Let A and S be self-maps of a metric space (X, d).
(=)/: te pr {A, S} S-bd oyp (A) =d Ap Sp, =

d(SSp, Ap) <_ d(ASp, Sp).

(b) If A and S are continuous and one ofA and S is proper, then the pa/r {A, S} is S-biased of
type (A iff Ap Sp implies that

d(SSp, Ap) <_ d(ASp, Sp).

In Example 2.2, the pair {A, S} was both S-biased and A-biased of type (A). Of course, this

need not be the case. Consider the following example:

Example 2.6. Let I [0,1] with the usual metric d(x, y) Ix- Yl. Define mappings A, S" I I
by

{1-2x forx[0,]){2x forx[0,])
0 forz [],I],

ss( ) o,respectively. Now, Ax Sx iff x 3" Since A() S(1/4) ,
A(]) , SA(l S() O, AS(1/4) A(1/2) 1/2, we have

=1 1

Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, the pair {A, S} is A-biased of type (A), but it is not S-biased of type

(A). Consequently, Remark 2.3 tells that {A,S} is not compatible of type (A).

One may note that, in both Examples 2.4 and 2.6, the maps A and S were discontinuous. However,
this need not be the case. Consider the following example:

Example 2.?. Define mappings A,S :[0, I] [0, I] by

for x E [0, I], respectively. Then clearly A and S are continuous and proper too. Now, by routine

computation, one can see, from Proposition 2.5, that the pair {A, S} is A-biased of type (A), but it

is not S-biased of type (A). Therefore, Remark 2.3 again says that the pair {A, S} is not compatible
of type (A).

We also recall some properties of compatible maps of type (A) in [12].
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Proposition 2.8. Let A, S X X be mappings. If the pair {A, S} is compatible of type (A)
and Ap Sp for some e X, then ASp SSp AAp SAp.

Proposition 2.9. Let A,S X X be mappings. Let {A,S} be a compatible pair of type (A)
and let Axe, Sz p for some p E X. Then we have the following:

(g) lin_= SAx Ap ifA is continuous at p.

(b’) ASp SAp and Ap Sp ifA and S are continuous at p.

In one hand, the equalities among ASp, SSp, SAp, AAp, and, on the other hand, Ap Sp of
Proposition 2.8 implies the conclusion of Proposition 2.5 (a) in the strong sense "=’, but not in the
weak sense "_<". Similar observation can be made while comparing Proposition 2.9 and Proposition
2.5 (b). This comparison and Examples 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7 reveal the fact that "biased maps of type
(A)" are a legitimate generalization of the concept of compatible maps of type (A) for continuous

and discontinuous functions as well.

The following proposition tells us that biased maps of type (A) arise quite naturally in contractive

and relatively nonexpansive maps.

Proposition 2.10. Let A, B, S and T be self-maps ofa metric space (X, d) such that A(X) C T(X)
and d(Ax, By) <_ d(Sx, Ty) for a/] x,y E X. If S is continuous, the pair {A,S} is A-biased of type
(A).

Proof. Following the proof of [13], we have Axe, Bye, Sx, Ty, t. Now, since d(AAx,Sx) <_
d(AAx,By) + d(By,Sx) for all n e N, the continuity of S implies

ad(AAx, Sx) <_ ad(AAx, Bye)

<_ lira d(SAx,, Ty)

lira d(SAz, Ax,),

where a liminf.,= or limsup.... i.e., the pair {A,S} is A-biased of type (A). This completes
the proof.

On the other hand, Example 2.7 says that even though A B and S T and both A and S are

continuous in Proposition 2.5, the pair {A,S} need not be S-biased of type (A).

We conclude this section by noting that the concept of biased maps of type (A) appears to be a

natural and effective generalization of compatible maps of type (A). It is natural since the resulting
development parallels that of biased maps as a generalization of compatible maps ([13]). However,
biased maps of type (A) are a variant by name and by definition of the concept "biased maps"
introduced in [13]. Hence, we need to demonstrate that our type (A) concept is indeed distinct from
the original concept of biased maps. One may note that there are pairs {A, S} of maps which are

S-biased but not S-biased of type (A), and conversely.

Example 2.11. Let A, S [0,1] [0,1] be defined by

I / I- for[O,]]A for e [0, :l, S
:]0 for x e (:,

respectively. Then it is easy to show that the pair {A, S} is S-biased, but not S-biased of type (A)
for all n).(Take a sequence {x.} in [0, I] such that x,, ] and x,, < :

Example 2.:2. et A, S:[0, :]--, [0, :] be defined by

{x forxe[0, l]Ax Sx
fo e (,], 1 fo (,],

respectively. Then it is easy to show that the pair {A, S} is S-biased of type (A), but not S-biased.
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3. COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS
Let " be a family of all functions 0 (R+) R+ such that is upper semi-continuous, non-

decreasing in each coordinate variable and, for any > 0,

(t, t, 0, at, 0) <_ t, (t, t, 0, 0, at) _<

where/ 1 for a 2 and < I for a < 2,

7(t) (t,t, alt, a2t, at) < t,

where 7 R+ R+ is a mapping and a + a2 + a3 4.

We need the following lemma for our main theorems:

Lemma 3.1. ([22]) For every > 0, 7(t) < ifand only/flim_ 7"(t) 0, where 7" denotes the

n-times composition of 7.

Let A, B, S and T be mappings from a metric space (X, d) into itself such that

A(X) C T(X) and B(X) C S(X), (3.1)

da(Ax, By) <_ (d(Sx, Ty), d(Sx, Ax) d(Ty, By),

d(Sx, By). d(Ty, Ax), d(Sx, Ax) d(Ty, Ax), (3.2)
d(Sx, By) .d(Ty, By))

for all x, y e X, where e ’. Then, by (3.1), since A(X) C T(X), for any arbitrary point x0 e X,
there exists a point x E X such that Axo Tx. Since B(X) C S(X), for this point x, we can

choose a point x E X such that Bx Sx and so on. Inductively, we can define a sequence {y}
in X such that

(3.3)

for n 0,1, 2,-...

Let A, B, S and T be mappings from a metric space (X, d) into itself satisfying the conditions

(3.1) and (3.2). Then we have the fonowing lemmas:

Lmm .. ([2]) nm_. d(, +,) 0,. {.} S m,q.n n X dfmd by (3.3).

Lemna 3.3. ([12]) The sequence {y} defined by (3.3) is a Cauchy sequence in X.

Proposition 2.5 prompts the following convenient definition:

Definition 3.4. Let A and S be self-maps of a metric space (X, d). The pair {A, S} is said to be

weakly S-biased of type (A) if Ap Sp implies

d(SSp, Ap) <_ d(ASp, Sp).

Of course, if the pair {A, S} is S-biased of type (A), it is weakly S-biased of type (A) by Propo-
sition 2.5 (a).

Now, we are ready to prove our main theorem by using preceding lemmas:

Theorem 3.5. Let A, B, S and T be mappings from a complete metric space (X, d) into itself

sat/sfy/ng the conditions (3.1), (3.2) and any one of the following:

(3.4) A is continuous and the pairs {A,S}, {B,T} are compatible of type (A) and wealdy B-biased

of type (A), respectively,
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(3.5) B is continuous and the pairs (A, S}, (B, T} are wealdy A-biased of type (A) and compatible
of type A respectively,

(3.6) S/s cont/nuous and the pa/rs {A, S}, {B, T} are compatible or" type (A) and weakly T-biased

of type (A), respectively,

(3.7) T is continuous and the pairs {A, S}, {B, T} are weakly S-biased of type (A) and compatible
of type (A), respectively.
Then A, B, S and T have a unique common Exed point in X.

Prooj’. By virtue of Lemma 3.3, the sequence {y} defined by (3.3) is a Cauchy sequence in X, and

so since X is complete, it converges to a point z in X. Consequently, the subsequences {Ax},
(Bx,,+,}, (Sx,} and (Tx,+,} of {y} also converge to z.

Now suppose that the condition (3.7) holds. Since the pair {B,T} is compatible of type (A) and
T is continuous, it follows that

BTx+, TTx+ Tz as n oo. (3.8)

Putting x x_ and y- Tx+ in (3.2), we have

d(Ax, BTx+)
< [(d(Sz, TTz+,),

d(S, A,,) d(TT+,, ST+,),

d(S,T+,) d(TT+,,A),
d(Sz_, Azs) d(TTzs+,, Azs),

d(S,T,+,) d(TT+,, ST+,))]’/.

Taking n oo in (3.9) and using (3.8), since e ’, we have

d(, T) < [(d(, T), 0, d(, T), 0, 0)]/

[(d(, T)]
< d(z, Tz),

which is a contradiction. Thus, we have Tz z. Again, replacing x by x and y by z in (3.2), we
have

d(A, S) < [(d(S,T),(S,Az) d(T, S),

d(S,) d(W, A,), d(S,A) d(T, A),

d(S,_,) d(T, ))]’/.
Taking n oo in the above inequality, we have

d(,) < [(0, 0, 0, 0, d(, S))]’/

< b(d(, S))]’/
< d(z, Bz),

which means that Bz z. Since B(X) C S(X), there exists a point u X such that Bz Su z.

By using (3.2) again, we have

d(A, ) d(A,)

[(0, 0, 0, d(A, ), 0)] ’/

< [(d(A,
< d(Au, z),

which is a contradiction and so Au z. But since the pair {A,S} is weakly S-biased of type (A)
and Au Su z, by Proposition 2.5,

d(SS,A) < d(AS, S)
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and hence we have d(Sz, z) <_ d(Az, z). By using (3.2), we have

d(Az, z) d(Az, Bz)
< [(dCA, ), 0, d(A, ), d(A, ), 0)]
< b(d(Az, z))]x/

< d(Az, z),
which is a contradiction and so Az z. Therefore, Az Bz Sz Tz z, that is, z is a common

fixed point of A, B, S and T. The tmiqueness of the common fixed point z follow easily from (3.2).
Similarly, we can also complete the proof when (3.4) or (3.5) or (3.6) holds. This completes the
proof.

Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.4 extends and improves the results of Pathak ([16], [17]), Prasad ([18])
and Jtmgck et al. ([12]).

We now give an example which shows the validity of Theorem 3.5 and its superiority over the

above cited results.

Example 3.7’. Let X [0,1] be a metric space with the usual metric d(x, y) Ix- Yl for all

x, y 6 X. Define

Ax=Bx=Sx=, Tx=l-zfrx 0,

Ax=Bz=, Sx=0, Tz=l-xfrx 0,

respectively.

First note that lax- By[ 0 for all x, y in X. Also,

1 1},
and A,B are continuous. To see that {A,S} is compatible of type (A), suppose that {x,} is a

and x, < for large n aincesequence in [0, 1] such that Ax,, Sx, 6. X. Clearly, 5
Then SAx. S(]) ASx,., , SSx, and AAx,, Thus[Ax-Sx[= ] forx> 5" , U"

ISAx,, AAx.I 0 and IASx,, SSx,, O. On the other hand, consider the mappings B and T.
If (x.} is a sequence in [0,1] such that Bx., Tx., e X, then 1/2, z. < ] and x. < ] for large

TBx, BTz,., BBz,, for all large n, TTz,., if x,n. So Tx. 6 {,l-x.}, Bz. ,
for all large n. Then alTTx. Bx,,Ifor all n and TTz. 1 if x. < > 0 alBTx,, Tx.

and alBBx., Tx. 0 alTBz,, Bx,,[. Consequently, {B,T} is B-biased of type (A), but

not T-biased of type (A) and, thus, in view of Remark 2.3, the pair {B, T} is not compatible of

type (A). On the other hand, the pair {B,T} is weakly B-biased of type (A) as well. Thus, the

is the unique common fixed point of A, B, S and T. By noting the factcondition (3.4) holds and

that compatibility of type (A) of the pair {B,T} is replaced with weakly B-biased of type (A), our

Theorem 3.4 improves Theorem 3.4 of Jungck et al. [12]. The interested reader may note that there

exist comparably simple examples showing superiority of our Theorem 3.4 over the corresponding

Teos o [ZV], [S] d [Z].
Re,hark 3.8. The conclusion of Theorem 3.5 remains true even if coztdition (3.2) is replaced with

(t,, t, t, t,, t) at, +/max(t,t,,t,,t,}, that is,

d(Ax, By) < ad(Sx, Ty) +/3max{d(Sx, Ax) d(ry, By),

d(S,, B,) d(r,, A), d(S, A) d(r,, A), (3.2’)

d(S,,S,), d(r, S,)}

for all x, y 6 X, where a, > 0 and c + < I.
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Corollary 3.9. Let A, B, S and T be mappings from a complete metric space (X, d) into itseff

satis’n conditions (3.1),
(Ax, By) < a(Sx, Ty) (3.2")

t’or a/l x, y X, where 0 < a < 1, p > 0 and ay one o" (3.4)(3.7). Then A, B, S and T have a

unique common fixed point in X.

4. CONVERGENCE OF SELF-MAPS AND FIXED POINTS
In this section, we give two theorems on the convergence of self-maps on a metric space and the

existence of their fixed points. Since the following theorems follows easily from Theorem 3.4, here
we omit the proofs.

Theorem 4.1. Let {A), (B}, {S.} and {T.} be sequences of self-maps of a complete metric

pc (x, d) uc {A}, {), {} {T.} co$oo-mp A, , T
on X, respectively.

Suppose that, for n 1, 2,..-, x. is a common fixed point ofA. and S, and y. is a common fixed
point of B. and T., respectively. Further, let self-maps A, B, S and T on X satisfy the conditions

(3.1), (3.2) and any one ofthe conditions (3.4),,(3.7). Lex is a common fixed point of A, B, S and

T, sup{d(x.,x)} < and sup(d(y, x)) < , then z. x and y x as n .
Theorem 4.2. Let {A. ), {B. ), S.) and (T be sequences of mappings from a complete metric

space (X, d) into itself such that, for n 1, 2, ..-,
(4.1) A.(X) C T(X), B.(X) C S.(X) and one of the conditions (4.2)..(4.5) holds,
(4.2) A. is continuous and the pairs {A.,S.), {B.,T.} are compatible of type (A) and weakly

B.-biased of type (A), respectively,

(4.3) s coninuo a e prs {A.,.), {.,T.} a,ee A.-ise or yp (A)
compatible of type (A), respectively,

(4.4) S. is continuous and the pa/rs {A.,S.}, {B.,T.} are compatible of type (A) and weakly

T.-biased of type (A), respectively,

(4.5) T. is continuous and the pairs {A.,S.}, {B,T.} are weakly S-biased of type (A) and com-

patible of type (A), respectively, and

d(A.,B) < [(d(&,T.),d(S.,A.) d(T,B.),
d(S,) d(T., A.), d(., A.) d(T., A), (4.6)

d(.,) d(T.,

for all z, y E X, where b E Y.
If{A.}, {:B. }, {S.} and {:T} converge uniformly to sehe-maps A, B, S and T on X, respectively,

then A B, S and T satisfy the conditions (3.1), (3.2) and one of the corresponding conditions

(s.4)~(3.7).
Further, the sequence {x.) of unique common fixed points z. of A., B., S. and T. converges to

a un/que common fixed point z o A, B, S and T ifsup{d(z.,z)} < x.

5. APPLICATIONS TO NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
In the section 5, we apply our results in the section 3 to two different classes of nonlinear inte-

gral equations to establish the solvability of such equations. In this section, we consider pairs of

simultaneous Volterra-Hammerstein equations and of simultaneous Hammerstein-type equations. It
is interesting to note that when the control functions are identical, the existence of the solution can

very well be established by using the classical Jungck’s contraction principle ([5]).
(I) First, we give an existence theorem for a pair of simultaneous Volterra-Hamrnerstein equations

i [, +].
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Let us consider the following pair of equations:

x(t) w(t) + # m(t,s)g, Cs, xCs))ds / A k(t,s)h,(s, xCs))ds (5.1)

for all a _< _< b and 1, 2, where w 6 L=[a, b] is known and assume the following conditions:

There exists a sequence {x. (t)} in L= [a, b] such that

# m(t,s)g,(s,x.(s))ds, x.(t)-w(t)- A k(t,s)h,(s,x.(s))ds

r(t) e L.[a, b]

implies

and

lira sup # m(t,s) gl(s,x.(s))-g, s,l m(s,r)g,(r,x.(r))dr ds

-() A (,)h, ,. .(,),(,.())d d 0

lim sup ,# m(t,s) g, s,x.(s))- w(s) A k(s,v)h,(v,x(v))dv ds
atb

() + w() + (t,)

( I+h, s,x.(s)-w(s)-A k(s,v)h,(v,x.(v))dr ds =0

d theres a x(t) 6 L[a, b] such that

implies

# m(t,s)g2(s,x(s))ds x(t)- w(t) A k(t,s)h2(s,x(s))ds

x(t) + w(t) + A k(t,s)h2(s,x(s))ds

m is meable in both d s d

sup Ira(t, s)lds M, < ,
atb

k is meable in both d s d

sup Ik(t, s)l m M < ,
g(s, u) continuous in s d u d sat

for some L > 0d I1" denos the suprem no,

h,(s, u) e continuous in s d u d sati

]h,Cs, xCs) h(s,U(s)) < LIix ull

(5.2)

(5.4)

(5.5)

for some L > 0.
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Theorem 5.1. Under the assumptions (5.2)(5.7), the simukaneous equations (5.1) has a unique

solution in L[a, b] for each pair of real numbers iz and A with IA[L2M < 1 and "I|LIMI < 1.

Proof. Define

Then we have

S sup IIL, Ira(t,

the other hd, we have

S=(t) (Z- C)=()

r(t) (I-

ad
IIS=-
_> I1= 11- sup J k(t,s){h,(s,x(s))- h(s,y(s))}ds

,_<,_<b (5.g)
> x YJl- IJLM=IIx

(1 -IIL=M=)II= yll.
From (5.8) d (5.9), e have

IIA=- Bull" ( IIM=)" IIS=- TylI’, > 0.

Hence, if i, #, L, d M, (i 1, 2) satis 1,1, , < 1, then the ditioa (3.2") the stion 3
ho] for =(), u() in L=[a,b]. Since h,(-, =(.)) e L.[a,b] he,eer = e L.[a,b],

( C)=, ( D)= L.[,, ] + C[,, ].

A(.[,]) C T(L.[,]) d (L.[,]) C S(L.[,]). Mo,, (a.) d (a.3) imply
that the m {A,S} d {B,T} are compatible of te (A) d wey B-bid of te (A),
rtive]y. Shce h(.,t(.)) is coatiauous, it foom that A is atiauo. us oatioas of
roy 3.7 e tisfied. Hence there ests a queonedt x L[a, b] su that
A= B= T= =, hi4 proves te snce of a que lutioa of (5.1). Ts comple
the proof.

(I]) ond]y, we ve estence theorem for the Hmemte-tmu]t uatioas in
L.[,b].
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Let us consider the following Hammerstein-type simultaneous equations:

x(t) w(t) + g,(t,x(t)) + A k(t,s),(s,x(s))ds (5.10)

for all a _< _< b and 1, 2, where w is a known element in Lo[a, hi. It may be remarked that these

simultaneous equations appear in the problem associated with free surface seepage from nonlinear

channels constructed by two different types of materials under the control functions g,(.,x(.)) and

,(.,x(-)) (i 1,2). We assume the following conditions:

There exists a sequence {x, (t)} in Loo [a, b] such that

implies

x.(t) w(t)- A

and

g,(t, .(t)) r(t) e L=[a, b]

x.(t) + 2w(t) + A k(t,s) ,(s,x(s))

/1 (s, x. (s) w(s) Ai k(s, ’)(r, x.

lira sup g(t,x(t) w(t) A k(t,s),(s,g(s,x.(s)))ds

d there sts a x(t) e L[a, b] such that

implies

-Abk(t,r)2(r,x(r))dr)Jds-gz(t,x(t))
i( I’ )5 sup

sup Ik(t, )ld
atb

,(s, x) e continuous in s d xdt

(5.11)

(5.12)

for all s . [a, b] and x, y E Loo[a, b] with L1 > O,
g,(s,x) are continuous in s and x and satisfy

(5.13)

for all s . [a, b] and x, y

_
Loo[a, b] with L2 > 1.

(,5.14)
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Theorem 5.2. Under the assumptions (5.11)-(5.14), the shnu/taneous equations (5.10) has a

unique solution in L=[a, b] provided that +IL-- < 1L2

Proof. Define

Then

that is,

A(t) () () A (t,,),(s, x(,))d,,

() (tl ,(tl , k(t, )(,()),

Sx(t)
_
(t,(t)),

/

]lAx ByII’ < (I + II,A,LM),IISx TyII’, p > O.
L

Since A(L**[a, bl) c T(L**[a, b])= L**[a, b] and B(L**[a, b]) C S(L**[a, b]) L**[a, b] by Coronary
3.7, there exists a unique common fixed point x E L**[a, b] such that x Ax Bx Sx Tx.
Hence the simultaneous equations (5.10) have a unique solution in L**[a, b]. This completes the

proof.
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